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Key takeaways

• There is a lot of valuable Bank data publicly available for researchers

• The Bank broadly acted according to Bagehot’s Rule before the publication of 

Lombard Street (1873) 

• During the 1847 crisis, the Bank purchased securities according to standard 

impersonal criteria─ but on variable terms reflecting differences in the perceived 

creditworthiness of counterparties 

• Some aspects of recent ‘unconventional’ central bank policy─ asset purchases and 

LOLR facilities for shadow banks─ were quite common historically



• Publication of key current data

– Daily market benchmarks e.g. SONIA and gilt yield curves

– Banking statistics─ 4m+ data points on interactive database

• Publication of historical data 

– Millennium of macroeconomic data

– Annual and weekly balance sheets of the Bank: (1696/1844)-2006

– Semi-annual P&L series: 1845-1870

– Daily transactional ledgers: 1847, 1857, 1866 and 1914 crises
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The Bank produces valuable data for the public good

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/markets/sonia-benchmark
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/statistics/yield-curves
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/boeapps/database/
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/statistics/research-datasets/a-millennium-of-macroeconomic-data-for-the-uk.xlsx?la=en&hash=73ABBFB603A709FEEB1FD349B1C61F11527F1DE4
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/statistics/research-datasets/annual-data-on-the-boes-balance-sheet.xlsx?la=en&hash=DFB742A4438033D30B0A2E95A8606D1878C35D0F
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/statistics/research-datasets/weekly-data-on-the-boes-balance-sheet-1844-to-2006.xlsx?la=en&hash=610D74AA7B30ADF668773A273D275FD1E42B0A1B
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/research/the-bank-of-england-as-lender-of-last-resort-historical-dataset.xlsb?la=en&hash=5BC1800E6C6188AABEB79C8AEF6D5DFC5688B3B1
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/research/the-bank-of-england-as-lender-of-last-resort-historical-dataset.xlsb?la=en&hash=5BC1800E6C6188AABEB79C8AEF6D5DFC5688B3B1


Bank history as a Big Data problem
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Dr. Mike Anson, Head Archivist

• Close to 100K 

items physically 

stored on 2.5 

miles of 

shelving─ 13x 

height of the 

Shard

• 6,000 digitised 

documents 

online

• Visit the online 

Archive here

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiftJHx5vnSAhXnIcAKHc1KCS8QjRwIBw&url=http://www.abh-net.org/AnsonM.html&psig=AFQjCNFbu_g30g4dlXkHMuHHefz625Y_Cw&ust=1490811261243752
http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/CalmView/
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When did the Bank begin behaving as a LOLR?

• Did the Bank apply Bagehot’s Rule before it was coined?

• During a financial crisis…

– Lend freely

– At a high or penalty rate 

– On good securities

• Yes

– Although not pristinely during the 1847 crisis



Lending freely
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Penalty rate: Bank Rate before and after 1833 
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The UK financial system after 1833 and circa 1847
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Bank of England as Lender of Last Resort
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Good securities: bad debts on the Bank’s book were low
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The proof of the goodness was in the Bank’s profits
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Daily ledgers give more nuance than periodic financial statements 
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The Daily Discounts ledger contains a record of everyone who approached the Bank’s Discount

Window; whether their requests were accepted or rejected; the value and volume of bills they

exchanged for cash; as well as the price (discount/interest rate) at which they did so



How to read the Daily Discounts ledger
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Bank of England as Lender of Last Resort

Each row in the ledger reflects an application to the Bank for it to buy a ‘packet’ of bills. These packets were like modern

CDOs in that they bundled together various debts. The Discount Office would typically buy a bundle at a single rate of

interest, sometimes two in 1847. For example, here we see that on October 23 1847, Overend Gurney brought in a packet

containing 80 bills with a face value of £68,460 and got a rate of 9 percent; so they walked away with £62,299 (≈£6.5m today)



1847 Daily Discounts ledger
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• 9,202 packets submitted 

(observations/rows) 

representing 97,637 bills with a 

nominal value of £43.1 million 

≈ £4.5 billion today

• Full calendar year of 

observations (310 business 

days)

• Data available here

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/research/the-bank-of-england-as-lender-of-last-resort-historical-dataset.xlsb?la=en&hash=5BC1800E6C6188AABEB79C8AEF6D5DFC5688B3B1


Prelude to the 1847 crisis was in some ways similar to the 2007 crisis
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• Before the crisis, there was a widely held perception that monetary 

stability was sufficient for financial stability

– Emphasis on monetary stability via limiting notes issue per Bank Charter Act of 1844

– Emphasis on monetary stability via an inflation target and operational independence

• But growth in the size and interconnectivity of financial institutions 

generates unforeseen systemic risk 

– Birth of joint stock banks (1826) and discount houses (1830s)

– Birth of megabanks and shadow banking



Like 2007/8 the ‘47 crisis played out in two phases
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• First phase in April 1847 

– Bad harvest along with unwinding of railway share price boom

– Corn imports rise, leading to an outflow of gold, the tightening of Bank Rate in 

response and economic contraction

• Second more serious phase in October 1847

– Many speculators had bet on another bad harvest but harvest was good

– Commodity price falls led to many bankruptcies─ including the personal 

bankruptcy of the Bank’s Governor, resulting in his resignation

– Bank stepped in to lend to the market but the fixed (per 1844 Charter Act) 

notes reserve ran low, causing panic



De facto 80/20 rule: skewed asset purchases
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Cumulative discounts in non-crisis (left) and crisis (right) weeks



A spectrum of discount rates for different packages
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What explains these distributional outcomes? 
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• What determined if a discounter had their bills purchased or not (and the rate)?

– About 1 in 10 bills rejected in 1847─ roughly double the rate in subsequent non-crisis years 

– Statistically significant difference in crisis (15% rejection rate) vs. non-crisis (6%) weeks

– Supply-side (increasing risk aversion by the Bank) or demand-side (deterioration of borrowers and 

bills against time invariant standards) driven? 

• Debate in the literature about the relative opacity of the Discount Window

– ‘Frosted glass’ (Capie 2002) vs. ‘raised eyebrow’ (Flandreau & Ugolini 2011)

– Characteristics of the bill mattered vs. the characters involved in exchanging bill mattered

– Rules vs. discretion, impersonal criteria vs. interpersonal connections

• Reasonable to conjecture that counterparties made a difference 

– Bills of exchange were unsecured debt

– They were owed in the first instance by the acceptor, but everyone who had held the bill previously, 

including the discounter, endorsed it and were liable for full payment



Packet-level regressions: does the identity of the Discounter matter?
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• Data─ draw a stratified random 

sample of 1,000 packets (50% each 

in crisis and non-crisis weeks)

• Model─ linear probability model to 

identify predictors of packets that 

had at least one bill rejected (rej) 

and two OLS regressions for share 

of rejected bills to total bills in the 

packet (rej_shareval) and monetary 

value of rejected bills to total value 

of the packet (rej_sharebills)



Packet-level regressions: does the identity of the Discounter matter?
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• Data─ draw a stratified random 

sample of 1,000 packets (50% each 

in crisis and non-crisis weeks)

• Model─ linear probability model to 

identify predictors of packets that 

had at least one bill rejected (rej) 

and two OLS regressions for share 

of rejected bills to total bills in the 

packet (rej_shareval) and monetary 

value of rejected bills to total value 

of the packet (rej_sharebills)

• No evidence of relationship 

lending─ applicants with deposit 

accounts and prior credit lines were 

not preferred



Packet-level regressions: does the identity of the Discounter matter?
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• Data─ draw a stratified random 

sample of 1,000 packets (50% each 

in crisis and non-crisis weeks)

• Model─ linear probability model to 

identify predictors of packets that 

had at least one bill rejected (rej) 

and two OLS regressions for share 

of rejected bills to total bills in the 

packet (rej_shareval) and monetary 

value of rejected bills to total value 

of the packet (rej_sharebills)

• No evidence of relationship 

lending─ applicants with pre-

existing deposit accounts and credit 

lines are not preferred

• Many packets rejected because 

they violate rules related to maturity



Average maturity of bills discounted by the Bank
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Packet rejection rates in 1847
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Unpacking the packets
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Details of the 20 bills 

Daily Discounts ledger Discounters With and Upon Ledger

With and Upon Ledger includes information on bill maturity, monetary value, acceptor, drawer’s 

name and drawer’s location



Discounters With and Upon Ledgers
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List of Bills Rejected ledger
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• We can also link the Daily Discounts ledger

with the List of Bills Rejected ledger

• Ledger starts on 25 August 1847

• Contains information on the bill’s maturity

date and its monetary value; the names of

the discounter, drawer and acceptor; and the

acceptor’s location



Bill-level regressions: predictors of bills getting rejected
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• Data─ stratified random sample of 100 packets 

(863 bills) after 25 August 1847 (50% each in 

crisis and non-crisis weeks)

• Linear probability model to identify the bill-level 

predictors of rejection



Bill-level regressions: predictors of bills getting rejected
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• Data─ stratified random sample of 100 packets 

(863 bills) after 25 August 1847 (50% each in 

crisis and non-crisis weeks)

• Linear probability model to identify the bill-level 

predictors of rejection

• No evidence of insider lending e.g. no statistically 

significant preference for bills linked to BoE 

directors or the government



Bill-level regressions: predictors of bills getting rejected
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• Data─ stratified random sample of 100 packets 

(863 bills) after 25 August 1847 (50% each in 

crisis and non-crisis weeks)

• Linear probability model to identify the bill-level 

predictors of rejection

• No evidence of insider lending e.g. no statistically 

significant preference for bills linked to BoE 

directors or the government

• Occupation of the acceptor does not matter



Bill-level regressions: predictors of bills getting rejected
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• Data─ stratified random sample of 100 packets 

(863 bills) after 25 August 1847 (50% each in 

crisis and non-crisis weeks)

• Linear probability model to identify the bill-level 

predictors of rejection

• No evidence of insider lending e.g. no statistically 

significant preference for bills linked to BoE 

directors or the government

• Occupation of the acceptor does not matter

• Location of acceptor is statistically significant─ 

debts in London were less likely to be rejected

• Results robust across crisis and non-crisis 

periods i.e. similar sign, size and significance, 

indicating time-invariant behaviour by the Bank 



Percent of bills discounted by the Bank’s branches
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The crisis ends─ ‘we will do whatever it takes’
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Government indemnified the Bank to break the 1844 Act 

• Bank could create more notes unbacked by gold reserves

• But the Bank never did because this announcement itself was 

sufficient to quell the panic

• Bagehot vindicated: Lombard Street stressed not only what a 

central bank should do during a crisis─ lend freely at a penalty 

rate on good security─ but also what a central bank should do 

before a crisis─ publicly pre-commit to acting this way

• The recent emphasis placed on central bank communications 

renews the Bagehotian tradition



Your questions
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Pip pip, 

cheerio and 

all that rot


